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HEN sevenl pairs of nre burrowing
bettongs and golden bandicoots

are airlifted from Barrow Island in tne
far north of WA, and reintroduced into
the Gibson Desert Nature Reserve in
central Westem Australia, it will be the
culmination of many years of painsbkingl
labour.

The beginnings of the project can be
traced to the work of scientists Andrew
Burbidge and Norm McKenzie from the
Department of Conservation and Land
Management (CALM) and Ken Johnson
of the Conservation Commission of the
Northern Territory in desert regions of
WA and the NT in the 1970s. They became
alarmed at the npid extinction of medium-
sized mammal species (those in the critical
weight range of between 35 grams and
5.5 kilograms) in arid areas. Strangely,
they found that this massive decline was
comparati',rely recenL It had only occuned
over the last 30 to 50 years. The WA
Museum and early exploren had reported
and collected many mammal species that
could no longer be found in these areas.

The extinction of animal species in
modern times is usually associated with
human activities. However, Europeans
hadn'tbeen directly active in these areas
- the country appeared to be virtually
pristine. So scientists had to look for
some other explanation for the vanishing
stock of desert mammals.

By a process of elimination, scientists
formed the idea that the extinction of
mammal species primarily resulted from
Aborigines leaving the land and ceasing
their traditional burning practices. Like
Aborigines in other parts of Australia,
Aborigines ofthe Gibson Desert used to
bum to bring up green feed for mammal
species they hunted and to "clean the
land". The frequent, mostly small lires
they lit resulted in rnany areas of\€getation
of different ages. An aerial photograph
from the 1940s clearly shows this
patchwork burning pattem.

Changes in desert fire regimes were
described in an article in Landscope
Winter 1987: "As Aborigines moved to
European settlements and the deserts
became depopulated a 'natunl' fire re$me
took over - one of infrequent but very
extensive hot summer wildfires, usually
started by lightning. This change is
thought to have had a profound effect on
the mammals, depriving them of diversity

I Although the Gibson Desert seems pristine many changes have recently occurred:

I feral animals have invaded, Aboriginals have left the land and many mammal
! species have declined or disappeared,
Photo - Neil Burrowsa

Previous page:
Spinifex lanrlscape
Photo - David Pearson
BU,rt owinghettong (Betlongia lesueur )
Photo - Jiri Lochman

of shelter and feeding areas, and leading
to rapid decline and local or total
extinction."

A huge fire during the hotter months
could burn out thousands of hectares.
Mammals such as the burrowing bettong
would probably survive such a fire, as
they live in a network of warrens and
could shelter underground. However,
with the vegetation temporarily removed,
they wouldn't have had anything to eat
and would be easier prey for predators.

Other mammals, such as the rufous
hare-wallaby, need vegetation of differing
ages. They feed on the soft, green shoots
of young spinifex, shrubs and herbs that
emerge after fire. They shelter in mature
spinife:<, which makes an excellent hide
but does noi offer much nourishment.
Such animals would be adversely affected
by larger, less regular fires that create
large areas with vegetation of a uniform
age,

Another posible explaration was that
the extinction was the result of the
introduction of feral animals such as
foxes and cats. However, cats weye present
for a long time without having much

effect and foxes did not become esiablished
in some areas until after the mammals
became extinct. However, foxes probably
speeded the extinction by removing relict
populations of mammals left after big
6res, and preventing them from spreading
again if conditions became suitable.

It seemed that the Aborigines of the
Cibson Des€rt \,{eye the key to the mystery,
so CAI,M's Research Director Andrew
Burbidge and other research scientists
returned to the desert to talk to them.

"During 1982-1985 we visited many
Aboriginal communities throughout
Australia's central deserts seeking
information about desert mammals. We
talked to groups of old people, showing
them mammal skins, asking questions,
taking notes," said Andrew.

These studies showed that more than
one-third ofthe mammal species of central
Australia had vanished. The scientists
also gathered a large amount of biological
information about many of these species.

As a result of this work, CALM re$arch
staff embarked on an ambitious project
to reintroduce certain mammal species
to the Gibson Desert.
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I The golden bandicoot or Pakuru
| (Isoodon auratui, one of the
I mammals that s(ientists are seeking
to reintroduce (right), and the
patterns that symbolise its travels in
the Dreamtime (far right).
Photo - Bert and Babs Wells
Painting - Benny Tjapaltjarri

Although nature conservation
concerns in the desertdo nothave avery
high profile in the public eye, they are a
high priority for CALM. More than halfof
all land managed by the Department is in
the arid zone - over 10 million hectares.

The Gibson Desert was chosen for
the project because something was already
known about the vegetation, landforms
and existing fauna as a result of survey
work in the area. It is land managed by
CALM, it is reasonably accessible, and
contains fairly low numbers of feral
animals,

The Gibson Desert Nature Reserve
covers 1.8 million hectares, and is 600
kilometres east of Wiluna. It includes
vas t ,  undu la t ing  sp in i fex  p la ins ,
interspersed with mulga. In places there
are extensive salt lakes, small freshwater
lakes, small spinifex-covered sand-dunes
and low roclry ranges with occasional
breakaways.

The mammal release is scheduled
for May 1991, but before it can become a
reality, much groundwork has to be done.

Action must be taken to secure the
mammals' habitat from predators. Foxes

Scale in kilometres

will be controlled and their numbers
monitored. CALM Researchers David Algar
and Tom Leftwich have surveyed, sexed
and aged Cibson Desert fox populations
and analysed their stomach contents.

To prepare the habitat for the
reintroduction of the mammals, CALM
has also commenced a prescribed patch
burning program in the Gibson Desert.
This is no easy task. Fire management in
the populated and well-resourced areas
of the South-West has evolved to a high
level of sophistication and organisation,
but the vast expanse ofthe Cibson Desert
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I tandsat imagery of part of the Gibson
I Desert Nature Reserve - the red-brown
I patches show recently bumt areas.
Pholo - Department of Land Administration a a

I The effects of fire on lizards, such as
I this dragon, are being studied.
I Photo - Jiri l-ochmana

I Scientisl David Pearson measuring a
I small mammal in the Reserve.
I Photo - Janet Gardner >

is a far cry from the jarrah and karri
forests of the South-West.

None of the resources used for fire
manaliement in more populated areas
exist. Roads and track to the reserve are
rough and sometimes inaccessible. There
are no firebreak and there is no wav of
putting out a fire once it starts.

A specific type of fire regime is needed,
one that leaves a patchwork pattern of
ve€ietation of different ages across the
landscape: from recently regenerated
herbfields to long-unburnt patches of

. spinifex. This would provide suitable
animal habitat and prevent the
development of massive wildfires.
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CALM fire researchers Neil Burrows,
Alex Robinson, Bruce Ward and Karan
Maisey studied the behaviour ofspinifex
fires to predict when and how spinifex
would burn and under what weather
conditions fires would self-extinguish.
Thiswascritical to achieving the desired
system of "patch" burns. lginiting spinifex
under the wrong weather conditions could
result in a large wildfire, or, at the other
extreme, no fires at all.

Wnd speed was found to be the critical
weatheY element controlling fire
behaviour. Fires will not spread in even
the most flammable spinifex if wind speed
is less than about 12-15 km4r. Other

important factors determining the
behaviour of spinifex fires include the
patchiness of the spinifex clumps, the
size of bare patches of ground, air
temperature, relative humidity and the
moisture content of the spinifex.

Historical weather records from the
Giles Meteorological Station showed
researchers that Septemberwas likely to
have the most suitable weather for patch
burning. Strong winds early in the day
would ensure that fires ignited by small
incendiaries dropped from an aeroplane
would spread. Winds could be expected
to ease during the day and, by mid to late
afternoon, fires would go out by
themselves.

In September 1988, the first aerial
research burn took place in the Gibson
Desert. An area to the west of the Gary
"Highway" (a rough track joining the
Gunbarrel 'Highway" and the Canning
Stock Route) was chosen for the trial.
Vegetation types common in the reserve
were represented within the trial site
and ground access was possible along
Gary Highway.

Landsat satellite imagery provided
useful vegetation and landform maps
needed for the trial. With some ground
work, the satellite images could be used
to locate vegetation types, lakes, claypans,
recently burnt areas and other features.
Delailed descriptions of the major
vegetation types were made and
representative areas were photographed
from the ground and from the air.

Researchers decided to use aircraft
for the burn becnuse of the large area to
be burned, its inaccessibility and cost-
effectiveness. Incendiaries dropped from
a plane resulted in a large number of
small fi res with patches of unburntareas
in between - in effect mimicking the
traditional Aboriginal burning pattern.

Scientists are now monitoring the
ecological effects of these patch burns
and are preparing plans for prescribed
burning in other desert reserves.

"We are looking at the whole
ecosystem, not just mammals - and how
fire affects them," said CALM'S David
Pearson, who, along with Janet Gardner,
is studying lizards and small mammals
in the spinifex community.

Andrew Burbidge and Phillip Fuller
have established sites to study the effects
of patch burning on birds. Eight study



plots, each ofone square kilometre, have
been marked: four in burnt and four in
adjacent unburnt areas of each vegetation

$pe. One pair is situated in mulga country,
one in sand-dunes and huo in two different
types of spinifex. They are returning in
different seasons to record the numbers
and types of birds using the areas.

' 'Because of lhe poor summer rains
in 1988 and 1989 the burnt areas do not
have many birds using them," said Phillip
Fuller.

"However, a couple of years ago we
did some experimental buming by lighting
small fires. When we returned the
following year after good summer rains
there had been a dramatic change: the
burnt area was a mass of flowers and
seeds."

Work has advanced to such a stage
that in May this year scientists will select
the release sites and survey fox numbers

and their distribution. In September 1990
the release areas will be baited to remove
foxes and cats.

The two mammal species selected
for release are the burrowing bettong
and the golden bandicoot. The burrowing
bettong is found onlyon Barrow, Bernrer
and Dorre lslands and the golden
bandicoot is now found only on Barrow
Island and in remote parts of the north
Kimberley. Both animals were once
widespread on the mainland.

CALM scientists Per Christensen and
Graeme Liddelow will oversee the releases.

"Once the animals have been landed
we will do our utmost to ensure they
survive," said Per.

"We will be following their progress
for 24 hours of the day. We will supplement
the mammals' diet if they run short of
food. We will record their behaviour and
foraging habits, when and where they

I Flocks of galahs can be seen in the
I Gibson Desert after rain. but move out
I of the area in periods of drought.
Photo - David Pearson<

I The desert mouse /Ps eudomgs desertor)
I still persists in the Gibson Desert.
I Photo - David Pearsonr.^

I Aborigines who have traditional
I associations with the Cibson Des€rt
I have been sharing their knowledge
about animals in the area with
sci€ntists.
Photo - David Pearson^

move about, how far they travel to find
food, what habitat they adopt and every
facet of their breeding behaviour.

"Although the released animals will
be given every chance ofsurviving, there
is a possibility that they won't. If they
don't, we will at least be in a position to
know why and be better prepared for
future attempts at fauna reintroduction,"
he said.

CALM will be building on experience
gained during its successful numbat,
woy l ie  and No isy  Scrub-b i rd
reintroduction projects in the South-
West. The only other place where such
an ambitious program has been
undertaken in the desed is in the Tanami
Desert in the Northern Territory. H€re,
the Conservation Commission has built
a fenced compound for the rufous
hare-wallabies they are seeking to
reintroduce.
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OLD FIAMES

On September 13 I98E all was
reatlg for the first attempt at aerial
patch buming in the desefi, CALM
staf fron tlv C'oldfrdds Rqioal Ofre
in Kalgooiie hatl upgratletl a disused
mining cotpang airsttb Og dragging
it tt)ith a large piece of ircn behind a
four-wheel-drfu,e!) and affanged for
airctaft fuel to be trucked out hom
Wiluna. An aircreu, uith long
experience in aerial buming in the
janah cnd karri forests, had arriaed
cnd was readg for action.

The dag daumed clear and cool,
?he earlg moming wind blew hom
the north-uest at about 12 kmlh'
Weather forecasts uere relaued oia
telephone to Kalgoorlie and bg high
hequenc! radio to the Gibson Desert
at 0M5 hwrc and again at 1445 houn.
Ize-Ane Martin in the Kalgoorlie
Oflice relaged that the moming
forecast uos for winds ftom the north'
west at 12-15 kmlh, backing uest at
10 kmlh bg 1400 hours. Conditiors
were marginal for fire sprud, but
just right for attenpting the first patch
bwn At 1127 hotrs, the fu irwtdiatg
tumbled from the aeroplane and lit
the spinifet For the lirst time in
probablg 40 gears, t'lames once again
licked this part of the deseft,

Bg about 1330 hours, the uind
had eased and the lires sloupd and
began to go out. Aerial obsenmtions
confinned that the pattem of bumt
patdz*Iwd rret tuith the praoiptiotL
The fires had behaued as erQected, As
a flEans of igmition, the incendiary
capsules exceeded erqectations,
Because of the high Wportion of
bare ground, researcherc had onla
ewcted about tuo or thrce caPsules
otx of 10 to ignite tlu Vinifac- Ilqtpm
up to 80 W cent of capsules ignited.
The high success rate uas attributed
to cqilla bourcing aow tle gnnd
and catching in spinifex cluntPs -

Dambusters stgle.
Ouer nine dags, nme 75 000

hectarcs of the Gibson Desert Nature
Reserae uere successfullg Patch
bumed bg aeial ignition. Ouerall,
about 10 to 15 pet cent of this area
actuallg bumed. Patch size uaied
from a few square metres to more
than 50 hectares. ftres often bumed
in nanow strios dou)nuind - ideal
firebreaks for preumting the build-
uD of summer aililfrres.

The re^sulting patchiness ofthese
bums resembles the fire Pattems
created bg nonadic 'rLborigines shottll
on earlg aerial photographs.

I CALM scientists make regular field
I tYips to the Gibson Desert to
I undertake research, despite the
lack of facilities.
Photo - David Pearson a

And throughall this CALM is keeping
the local Aboriginal communities involved
and informed. Scientist David Pearson
also has the task of liaising with the
Aboriginal communities of Warburton
and surrounding areas.

"The mammal fauna of the desert
was very important to Aboriginal people
for food and is a significant part of their
mythology and culture," said David.

He takes Aboriginal people out to
view aerial buming to explain what CALM
is doing and why. CAI-M would also like
to involve Aborigines in the tracking of
the reintYoduced mammals.

Aboriginal people have also been
employed over the last few years to search
for remnant populations of mammals
such as the dalgyte and the black-footed
rock wallaby on Aboriginal res€n es, vacant
Crown land and nature teserves.

Ultimately, it is hoped that this work
will halt further extinctions and ensure
that cunently endangered animal species
will populate the deserts of Western
Australia for thousands ofyears to come.

Neil Burrows is a CALM Senior
Research Scientist and the co-
ordinator of the program to
reintroduce endangeted mammals to
the Gibson Desert. He ha5 also b€en
studying fire behaviout in the desert
community. He can be contacted at
Como on (09) 367 0333.

Carolyn Thomson is a CALM
Communications Omcer and
Landscope Editor . She can be
contacted at CALM Public Affairs
Branch, (09) 389 8644.
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DSCOPE

Scientists will use modem technologg to
restore tuo rare and endangered
mammak to an area in the Gibson Dese
from which theg haue become extinct.
See page 10.

It's the buming question! Is prestibed
buming in sping or autumn better for
the jarrah forat? Or is there another
altematiue? See page 28.

Rock-wallabies thrat down the gauntlet
to scimtists trging to tlap them for
research- Who mded up uinning the
c at c h-me -i f- U ou-can c ontes t ?
See page 35.

Shells, tw uabs and sundry
other creatules are surc to

please the curious
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naturalkt uho inuades

the intertidal zone at
lou tide. Erplore the

place where the
shore meels the

sea on page
23.

Watefiirds flock to the Vasse-WonneruD
uetlqnds in their tens of thousands, some
traoelling ooer 10 000 kilometres from
summer breedings grounds in northern
China and Siberia. Tum to page 17.
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